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BRUCE WARD | ROYAL, AR
Relationship to Duchenne: Father

Bruce is the father to Gavin, a 12-year-old with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. In Bruce’s 
spare time, he reviews Duchenne muscular dystrophy research and communicates with other 
Duchenne families. Over the years, Bruce has appreciated connecting with other Duchenne 
dads and communicating with Jett Foundation staff.

KATHI COOLEY | PHOENIX, AZ
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Muscular dystrophy has been part of Kathi’s life growing up. She grew up with her brother Larry 
being diagnosed, and now her 26-year-old son Tyler. “I saw my brother grow up on a limited 
family budget and limited to no resources or organizations like Jett to support him or others 
during those years,” says Kathi. Recently, Tyler participated in Jett Foundation’s Jett Giving 
Fund program. “An accessible vehicle has changed my son’s life,” she says. As a Community 
Ambassador, she is looking forward to joining other ambassadors to continue to reach families 
in many ways.

MONICA LOPEZ | RIVERSIDE, CA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Monica, her sons, her husband, and their French Bulldog puppy enjoy going to the beach, go-
ing for drives, and eating different types of food. Both Monica and her husband have worked 
in the medical field for many years, which makes them more aware of available services for 
Duchenne in California. “When families feel that the need is endless, I wish to help educate 
them and provide resources. I want to support families emotionally, financially, and mentally,” 
says Monica.

TRACI RICO | CARDIFF, CA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

“We find that humor is the greatest medicine,” is what Traci lives by as her family has faced 
an abundance of medical challenges over the years. In addition to caring for her family, which 
includes her son, Tanner, who is diagnosed with Duchenne, Traci works for a nonprofit that 
supports families in finding resources for medically fragile individuals. She enjoys education, 
connecting with moms at Porch Nites, and spending time with her family. 
 

DIANA JOHNSON | GLASTONBURY, CT
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Diana, mom of 3, loves spending time with her family.She enjoys practicing yoga, barre, and 
kick-boxing. Her oldest child, Jordan, was diagnosed with Duchenne. Dana currently works as 
a human resources professional. She hopes to expand her career to strengthen inclusion efforts 
in the workplace for employees with mobility disabilities. Diana has been a Jett ambassador for 
three years and has participated in many Jett Foundation programs. “My favorite events are the 
family workshops because I gain so much hope hearing about treatment options and upcoming 
clinical trials.” As an ambassador, she looks forward to spreading awareness about Duchenne.
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LISA HUNTLEY | KANKAKEE, IL
Relationship to Duchenne: Grandparent

“I feel as though my mission in life was given to me when Ethen, my grandson, was diagnosed 
with Duchenne” says Lisa. Her grandson is 11-years-old, and was diagnosed with Duchenne at 
the age of 4. As a caretaker and advocate, Lisa desires to be a voice for Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy, a support system for others, and knowledgeable for her family. She says “I always 
participate in Porch Nites, where there is a lot of support and resources. After being a hairstylist 
for 35 years, I have become a great conversationalist and use that to get involved as much as 
possible.”

MARI SANDERS | FULTON, IL
Relationship to Duchenne: Grandmother

Mari is a mother and grandmother working in education. When her 17-year-old  grandson 
Carter was first diagnosed with Duchenne, her family felt alone until they began their educa-
tion journey, learning about research and treatments. Mari wants to be actively involved in this 
learning process for other families. Mari has been an ambassador for three years. As an ambas-
sador, her goal is to share information that benefits Duchenne families and bring awareness of 
Jett Foundation to the Midwest. “I have made strong bonds with Mothers, Grandmothers, and 
caregivers. These interactions and instant connections remain strong in my mind,” she says.

ALLYSSA KOUGH | SCOTT CITY, KS
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Allyssa is the mother of 9-month-old Joslyn and 6-year-old Brody. The family learned of Bro-
dy’s Duchenne diagnosis in 2020 and ever since have tried to raise awareness and become as 
involved as possible with the Duchenne community. Allyssa says, “It is on my radar to host a 
color run for the Duchenne community and share our story. I could talk about my sweet boy 
all day long!” She loves the awareness portion of the Ambassador program and feels she can 
bring friendliness, compassion, and more to the ambassador team! 

TRINA STELLY | ARNAUDVILLE, LA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Though Duchenne has brought many challenges to her family’s journey, Trina is very thank-
ful for the supportive families in the Duchenne community that have helped along the way. 
Also a carrier of Duchenne, Trina is determined to help more than just her children who have 
Duchenne. “Losing our son to Duchenne was devastating, but we will always deal with the 
challenges it brings and I am not going to just walk away. I’m here for the long haul and to 
fight,” says Trina. In addition to being a mom and an advocate, Trina enjoys being a wife of 
over 21 years and running the family farm. 
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JESSICA ROWND | LULING, LA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Jessica’s oldest son, Wyatt, was diagnosed with Duchenne in 2007 at just 15 months old. She 
is a registered nurse and worked in pediatrics for about 6 years until Wyatt was diagnosed. 
Jessica slowly changed career paths to fit the changes they have gone through as his disease 
progresses. Working from home has strengthened their relationship more than she could have 
imagined. Jessica loves being an ambassador for Jett Foundation, and has been for 4 years. 
She has met tons of people and looks forward to meeting others and helping make their jour-
ney a little easier. As a Jett ambassador, Jessica hopes to bring awareness, love, and respect to 
the DMD community. 

MARK PARISI | FRANKLIN, MA
Relationship to Duchenne: Father

A dad of two boys with Duchenne, Mark hopes to continue participating in community events 
and growing the number of ambassadors who are Duchenne fathers. His sons, Caeden and 
Devin, enjoy participating in Camp Promise, Rare Disease Day, and New England Patriots 
Training Camp. Mark says “I am very passionate about giving my boys the best life possible and 
raising awareness for all that have Duchenne muscular dystrophy.” 

STEPHANIE HOWIE | PLYMOUTH, MA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Stephanie says her life goal and drive is doing anything to help the Duchenne community. 
Jett Foundation was her first contact after her one-year-old son Giovanni was diagnosed with 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Since then, Stephanie has attended family workshops, Porch 
Nites, and more. She is most looking forward to being the eyes and ears that bring back helpful 
information to support Jett’s resources. 

MELISSA LIDIC | FALLSTON, MD
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Melissa is a mom of two. Her 16-year-old son, Owen, was diagnosed with Duchenne when he 
was only three months old. His diagnosis caused her to pivot into the nursing career she has 
now. Melissa has been very involved in the Duchenne community, and acted as a family liaison 
to newly diagnosed families. Melissa is excited to be joining other Jett Foundation Community 
Ambassadors, and connecting with others in the community. “After finding Jett Foundation, I 
quickly realized this was the organization at the epicenter of trying to take care of the FAMILY.” 
She has even made her own Facebook group that connects Duchenne families in Maryland.
 

LAURA MCRITCHIE | FLINT, MI
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Laura is an avid runner, hiker, and an all around outdoor enthusiast. She has a passion for 
photography, painting, and spending time with her three children. Laura also works as a Health 
Educator in her community. Her son Noah, 22-years-old, was diagnosed with Duchenne at the 
age of 5 in 2003, which was the first time Laura and her family learned of Duchenne. He is her 
drive, motivation, and inspiration. Some of Laura’s favorite memories include speaking to bio 
pharmaceutical companies, attending the NORD conference, and being a panelist at Rare Dis-
ease Day in Boston. As a Jett ambassador, she looks forward to being a presence for those with 
Duchenne who are not in trials.
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HOLLY ALDERINK | MUSKEGON, MI
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Holly is a mom to her 12-year-old son Chase, who is diagnosed with Duchenne. In the com-
munity I live in, Duchenne or muscular dystrophy is not something people know a lot about or 
talk about,” says Holly. As a new Community Ambassador, Holly is looking forward to bringing 
awareness to Duchenne and support for others on the same journey.

SUSAN BUELTMANN | DARDENNE PRAIRIE, MO
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Susan’s son, Stephen, was diagnosed with both autism and Duchenne at a very young age. Ste-
phen’s recent and unfortunate passing has pushed Susan to continue her Duchenne community 
participation by staying involved with programs like her son was. They enjoyed Camp Prom-
ise, Porch Nites, awareness days, and sharing their knowledge with other Duchenne families! 
“Stephen and I enjoyed the camaraderie of Jett Foundation and its events. Jett Foundation is 
about the people, not just the science” she says. 

BROOKE RIENER | NEOSHO, MO
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

As a mother to Landyn, a 12 year old with Duchenne, Brooke wants to help other parents and 
schools understand more about muscular dystrophy. She says “I have my CDA and am CPR 
certified, but I still would do anything to help other families work through this disease and edu-
cate myself even more.”

vv

JESSICA CAMPBELL | HENDERSONVILLE, NC
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

“Focus on the positive. Find humor in situations.” This is what Jessica tries to follow. Jessica’s 
son, Javon (15), is affected by Duchenne and diagnosed at the age of 8. A tight knit family 
of four, Jessica’s family enjoys family movie nights, nights around the fire pit and focusing on 
quality of life. Some of her favorite memories being part of Jett Foundation include Porch Nite 
and observing Javon at Camp Promise. As a Jett ambassador, she hopes to spread awareness 
of Jett Foundation and how we pour back into those we serve!

STACI DIROCCO | PELHAM, NH
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Staci is a single-mother to two boys with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. She is a licensed 
nursing assistant, learning the ins-and-outs of Duchenne. Recently, she has been a community 
ambassador for two years. She is looking forward to making connections with other parents 
and caregivers who have kids with Duchenne.

ANTHONY DEVERGILLO | BEDMINSTER, NJ
Relationship to Duchenne: Individual affected by Duchenne

Anthony has done the most to stay optimistic and help other families while living with 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. He is an advocate for inclusion, social connections, and acces-
sibility for those that live with disabilities. Of all the Jett Foundation programs, Anthony enjoys 
Camp Promise the most: “I love Camp Promise and that it allows for people who live with 
Duchenne to take a break from their disease, try new things, make new friends, and have fun!” 
He is excited to continue to assist other Duchenne families with whatever they may need!
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ASHLEY LESHURE | PENN YAN, NY
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Ashley is the mother of Carter and Chase, two boys who have Duchenne. She dove into the 
nursing field out of reaction to her boys’ diagnosis, looking to find more answers and prepare 
for caretaking: “Obtaining my Bachelor of Science in Nursing has led me to becoming a fierce 
advocate for my boys. I teach all of the new school faculty about Duchenne each Fall,” says 
Ashley. She believes being a Duchenne mom is very powerful within itself, and combining that 
with her nursing makes for the ultimate point person for her sons. 

ROSALIE CALLAHAN | RONKONYOMA, NY
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Rosalie is a mom to two boys, Christopher (15) who was diagnosed with DMD, and Dominic 
(11). She has also been married to her husband Chris for 17 years. When she isn’t spending 
time with her family, she is a pediatric Occupational Therapist (OT) working in a school, as 
well as in kids homes that are medically fragile and can not attend school. Rosalie has been a 
Community Ambassador for one year. She hopes to provide support emotionally and mentally 
to anyone that reaches out. Her favorite moment has been helping others learn about the Jett 
Giving Fund program. “Being able to offer hope in the midst of chaos is an amazing feeling,” 
she says.

HEATHER FITZGERALD | EATON, OH
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Heather, her 9-year-old son Jase, and his father Aaron enjoy being outdoors, spending time 
together, and drag racing. Heather says “It would be an honor to represent Jett Foundation 
as a community ambassador and to reach out to families in need as a guide for comfort.” Her 
favorite elements of the Duchenne and Jett Foundation communities are Rare Disease Day, 
World Duchenne Awareness Day, conferences, and Porch Nites.

YULAUNDA KISER | MONROE, OH
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Yulaunda is a mom to her 12-year-old son William who is diagnosed with Duchenne, and 
transitioning into a wheelchair full-time. Almost two years ago, Yulaunda took part in Jett 
Foundation’s Accessible Vehicle Program and received a mobility van. “It has changed our lives 
tremendously,” says Yulaunda. Now, Yulaunda has been a Community Ambassador for one 
year, assisting other families in their journey. She hopes to provide as much knowledge to fami-
lies, while learning new information along the way. “It’s a scary place to be, but we are stronger 
together,” she says. 
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TRACEY BRINKLEY | WAYNESBORO, PA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Tracey is the mother of Ayden, a 7-year-old who was diagnosed with Duchenne in 2021. “I 
want to help raise funds and awareness for Duchenne, ‘’ says Tracey. Tracey has connected with 
the Duchenne community through Jett Giving Fund, Porch Nites, and World Duchenne Aware-
ness day. She says, “Porch Nite helped me know where to turn for more information and learn 
more about Duchenne.” Tracey is studying to become a child advocate in schools. She wishes 
to help families navigate IEPs and 504 plans.

PERLITA HAINS | LEBANON, PA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Perlita’s youngest son, 15-year-old Levi, is diagnosed with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. 
Her family enjoys the annual Jett Ride, where Levi’s two older brothers ride for him and bring 
awareness toward Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Perlita is a very active advocate and voice in 
the Duchenne community. Perlita helped create Porch Nite and always extends a helping hand 
to any family in need. “I feel that my knowledge of Duchenne and skills in public speaking are 
an asset as an ambassador,” she says. “I am honored to help and will speak whenever I can 
about how supportive our community is.”

EMBER THOMAS | CORRY, PA
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Ember is a mother to two sons with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Her sons are 12 and 10 
years old. Recently, Ember participated in Jett Foundation’s Jett Giving Fund program to 
obtain safe and accessible transportation for her sons, Rugar and Wyatt. Now, as a Community 
Ambassador, Ember is hoping to help other parents navigate the journey of Duchenne. One of 
her favorite programs is Porch Nite because of the connections with other moms she has made. 
“There is a need to help parents navigate the journey of Duchenne, it is overwhelming when 
you get the diagnosis and there is very little emotional support to help the parents,” she says. 

JILLIAN MOORE | COLUMBIA, TN
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Jillian’s son Aiden is 9-years-old and was diagnosed with DMD at the age of three. He is the 
light of her life and she puts being a mom first. She comes from a medical background but has 
put that on standby to care for Aiden. She is passionate about carrier issues and making sure 
moms get the care they need so they can be strong and healthy. Jillian has been an ambas-
sador for 4 years. Some of her favorite memories of being involved with Jett Foundation are 
meeting other ambassadors, Porch Nite, attending the rare disease summit in Washington 
D.C., and meeting countless families along the way. She looks forward to continuing helping 
new families navigate through diagnosis and being able to share her family’s clinical trial partic-
ipation journey.
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SUSAN CALDWELL | WAXAHACHIE, TX
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

In addition to single parenting her son who has Duchenne, Susan is active in her church and 
son’s Boy Scouts community. Susan has also been a Community Ambassador for one year, and 
hopes to create more recognition around Jett Foundation’s support for families. She says, “I 
would love to assist families in Texas who have questions about Jett Foundation’s Accessible 
Vehicle Fund and Emergency Fund.” She enjoys attending Porch Nites and educational confer-
ences!

TAMMY CRAIN | FRANKSTON, TX
Relationship to Duchenne: Mother

Tammy has been part of the Duchenne community for 17 years. Her son, Tristan, was diagnosed with 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy at the age of two. “Even though our family has had its moments of mourn-
ing and rejoicing, we continue to learn how to best navigate this life. I feel our families have to jump 
through so many hoops to get any type of assistance, be it financial, physical, or emotional. Home modi-
fications are a struggle, equipment and accessible vehicles are a struggle, travel is a struggle. It shouldn’t 
be this hard to provide our kiddos with the things that are necessary to make their lives better. I just want 
a newly diagnosed family to have all that information and access from day one!”

DJ KIMBLE | UPPER TRACT, WV
Relationship to Duchenne: Individual affected by Duchenne

On top of indulging in topics around history, nature, and politics, DJ finds the most joy in 
spending time with the great family he has. “My family sees me as me, and not as my disabil-
ity,” says DJ. At 41 years old, he feels he can be a great friend and mentor to others in the 
Duchenne community. “I have developed a lot of knowledge and life hacks that I would love 
to share with others from over 40 years of living with Duchenne!” he says. DJ loves the escape 
that Camp Promise provides and the friendships he has formed in the Duchenne community.


